
How to Properly
Photograph Your Work
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IMAGE PREPARATION / FORMATTING
As Artists living in the 21st Century, it is imperative to understand that most viewers will see your work on a SCREEN: a 
phone screen, a computer screen, etc…
Because of this, it is of the utmost importance to capture the highest quality image of your non-digital artworks. 
The following slides will provide preliminary photographic instructions. The topic of properly archiving your work could be 
a semester’s long course in-and-of-itself. The following instructions only touch on basic/introductory techniques.

IMAGE PREPARATION CONSIDERATIONS:

• Properly Lighting your work prior to photographing it.

• Holding the camera (or utilizing a tripod) correctly to avoid image distortion.

• Utilizing the power of Adobe Photoshop for any necessary image correction so that your digital 
image accurately represents the real artwork.

• The quality of the camera you will use.



IMAGE PREPARATION / FORMATTING
PROPERLY LIGHTING YOUR WORK PRIOR TO PHOTOGRAPHING IT.

You have two lighting environment options to consider before shooting your work.

1. OUTSIDE: Shooting (two-dimensional works no larger than 48x60 inches and three-dimensional works 
of any dimension) outside without the need for studio lighting.
- To do this, take your work outside any time between 11AM and 2PM – when the sun is at its highest point 
in the sky. A sunny day is fine, but an overcast day works best as the clouds diffuse the direct light of the 
sun and therefore minimize cast shadow issues.

2. INSIDE / STUDIO: Shooting in a studio environment using proper lighting equipment.
- To do this, you must mount your two-dimensional work on a wall. This wall should be of a neutral color as 
to avoid reflected color onto your work. For three-dimensional works, you may place your work on a 
pedestal or table top with a white, black, or other neutral surface. Please also consider the background that 
will appear behind any three-dimensional works.



STUDIO LIGHTING CONSIDERATIONS FOR TWO-DIMENSIONAL WORKS:
• The temperature of the light being emitted.
• The angle and height of your light sources in relation to your work.

Angle the lights so that they appear to be aimed just
beyond the furthest edge of your 2D work.

**BE SURE TO TURN YOUR CAMERA’S BUILT IN FLASH FUNCTION OFF**
Image Credit: https://photographyjkh.wordpress.com



IMAGE PREPARATION / FORMATTING
Holding the camera (or utilizing a tripod) correctly to avoid image distortion.

• Regardless of whether you shoot your 
work outdoors or indoors, you must always 
be aware of the geometric relationship 
between your camera and the surface of 
your two-dimensional work. 

• ALWAYS be sure to keep your camera 
angled parallel to the surface of your 
work. This will minimize distortion.



Image credit: Department of Art & Art History, 318 UCB, Boulder, CO



X - NO BUENO - X



X – DON’T DO IT - X



X – WHOA, NO - X

BACKING AWAY FROM THE WORK AND USING 
THE CAMERA’S ZOOM FUNCTION TO GET AS 
CLOSE TO THE WORK’S EDGES AS YOU CAN WILL 
MINIMIZE CAMERA WARP (WHICH MEANS LESS 
TIME SPENT CLEANING THINGS UP IN 
PHOTOSHOP)



IMAGE PREPARATION / FORMATTING
Utilizing the power of Adobe Photoshop or GIMP for any necessary image correction so that your 

digital image accurately represents the real artwork.

Once you have photographed your required artworks, it is time for some post-shooting processing. The goal is to fix 
any issues that may have occurred during the shooting process. Such issues can include white-balance problems, 
image distortion (perspective and warping problems) and further color temperature issues.
Because you have taken ArtS 279: Digital Basics, it is assumed that you understand how to open images within 
Adobe Photoshop, how to move within its environment, and have a preliminary knowledge of the varying color 
correcting tools.

As you assess each image you have taken of your work, ask yourself the following questions:
• Is there an excessive amount of ‘background’ space included in the image?
• Are camera warp and perspective issues distorting the view of the work?
• Do the ‘whites’ appear white and the ‘blacks’ appear black? Is the contrast comparable to the actual artwork?
• Does the image feel too warm (yellow/orange/red) or too cool (blue/green/violet)?



IMAGE PREPARATION / FORMATTING
Is there an excessive amount of ‘background’ space included in the image?  /  Are camera warp and perspective issues distorting the view of the work?

Do the ‘whites’ appear white and the ‘blacks’ appear black? Is the contrast comparable to the actual artwork? / Does the image feel too warm (yellow/orange/red) or too cool (blue/green/violet)?

<- Slightly crooked
<- Excessive background
<- Too warm
<- Contrast is too low

Straightened out ->
Background Cropped->

Cooled to neutral light ->
Contrast heightened ->

MUCH MORE ACCURATE!



• Is there an excessive amount of ‘background’ space included in the image?
• Using the rulers & guides, create a bounding box that you can use to appropriately crop the image to rid it of 

excessive background information. Crop as close to the edges of your picture plane as you can.

• Are camera warp and perspective issues distorting the view of the work?
• Using the rulers & guides, create a bounding box that you can use to appropriately warp the image back to 

“square”. Begin by dragging the guides out from the rulers to touch the outermost portion of your picture plane on 
each side of the image.

• Next, go to the menu bar and choose
Edit > Transform > Warp. Pull the handles into

an appropriate position in order to pull the
image out of its current warped form. Make

those corners 90* again.

If you find that you have a similar issue with the
perspective of the image, use the “Perspective” 

transform tool which can be found by going to
Edit > Transform > Perspective.

A more sophisticated tool can be found to fix all of
these issues simultaneously. This tool can be

found by going to Filter > Lens Correction.



Do the ‘whites’ appear white and the ‘blacks’ appear black? Is the contrast comparable to 
the actual artwork? AND/OR Does the image feel too warm (yellow/orange/red) or too cool 

(blue/green/violet)?
This is where the Image > Adjustments menu selections will be most helpful.

• First, use the Curves (Image > Adjustments > Curves) tool to clarify your image. This tool is very sensitive but 
can clear up many issues if handled correctly.

• You may then wish to experiment with many other menu options found within the Image > Adjustments list of 
tricks. Especially helpful tools include:

• FOR WHITE BALANCE & CONTRAST ISSUES:
• Brightness / Contrast

• Exposure 
• Levels

• FOR SATURATION ISSUES:
• Vibrance

• Hue / Saturation

• FOR COLOR RE-BALANCING (WARM/COOL) ISSUES:
• Hue / Saturation
• Color Balance
• Selective Color

• Variations
• Channel Mixer
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